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Quantify snow water equivalent (SWE):
snow depth & snow density



- Snow climatology
- Understand spatio-temporal dynamics of snowpack
- Quantification of water stored for the melting period
- Validating hydrological and snow models



Snow climatology





1- How much data is necessary?, how many depth vs- density measurements?,
which sampling strategy?



1- How many measurements do we need?



Importance of local snow variability for snow sampling

2- Is a single measurement representative of the immediate surroundings?



3- Does the device to measure SWE or the skill of the observer matters?

Different sizes (length and	diameter)
Different materials
Different procedures to	be	weighted
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Field	campaigns in	HARMOSNOW:

Focussing on snow water equivalent field campaigns aimed to	quantify the impact of	using
different devices on the estimation of	SWE.

Possibility to	provide guidelines for bettter SWE	mesurements and	comparability of	
measurements in	different sites
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Aditionally:
-To	serve as	an space to	teach unexperienced (less experienced)	observers to	use	tools
they did not use	previously

- To	illustrate data	users (i.e.	modellers)	 the nature of	the data	they are	using and	different
sources of	uncertainty.		Observations are	not necessarily ground truth.	



Field	campaigns 2016	(1)	and	2017	(2):
1- Erzurum	(Turkey):	1st	March 2016

Guzelyayla site Senyurt site
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1- Erzurum	(Turkey):	1st	March 2016 Conclusions	 of	1st Field	campaign
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GGI (State Hydrological Institute ) 
Estonia, Lithuania

USGS, USA Metallic, mechanical balance scales



FMI, Finland
Metallic, Mechanical 
balance scales SnowHydro, Spain, plexiglass

Electronic strain gauge  scales 



ETH_SLF, Switzerland
Metallic, Mechanical spring scales 

Glass fiber (CHMI), Slovakia
Electronic spring scales



Snow/Ice, Italy

Hard (artificial) snow, Slovakia
Not used in intercomparison 
measurements

IF PAS, Poland, 
spring scales
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Snow depth and density exhibited a noticeable variability  (8-15%) in short 
distances.

Variability in SWE lies around 10% in some cases is more influenced by variability in 
snow depth, and other by variability in density. The former should be reduced, and 
the later should increase as snowpack is thicker.

Snow depth and density variability over a trench shows a spatial consistency, what 
means that natural variability tends to be more influential than variability induced by 
observer/device

In general the variability between replicates in a point is smaller than the overall 
variability for the trench, but often we found the opposite situation. It means that 
error induced by observer/device can exceed the natural variability of snowpack 
characteristics


